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Abstract

Large-scale urban sensing data such as mobile phone traces are emerging as an important data source for urban modeling. This study represents a first step towards building a methodology whereby mobile phone data can be more usefully applied to transportation research. In this paper, we present techniques to extract useful mobility information from the mobile phone traces of millions of users to investigate individual mobility patterns within a metropolitan area. The mobile-phone-based mobility measures are compared to mobility measures computed using odometer readings from the annual safety inspections of all private vehicles in the region to check the validity of mobile phone data in characterizing individual mobility and to identify the differences between individual mobility and vehicular mobility. The empirical results can help us understand the intra-urban variation of mobility and the non-vehicular component of overall mobility. More importantly, this study suggests that mobile phone trace data represent a reasonable proxy for individual mobility and show enormous potential as an alternative and more frequently updatable data source and a compliment to the conventional travel surveys in mobility study.

1. Introduction

The transportation sector plays an important role in global sustainability. In 2004, it accounts for 22% of primary energy use and 27% of CO₂ emissions all over the world (de la Rue Du Can and Price, 2008). Individual mobility consumes about two thirds of the total transportation energy use.1 Understanding the intra-urban variation of individual mobility is important for policy makers to perform “what if” analysis of the environmental consequences of alternative development scenarios and land use controls, and develop regional growth strategies towards a more sustainable future.

The majority of empirical studies on mobility rely on travel surveys, because they provide detailed descriptions of demographics, place of residence, and travel attributes at an individual or household level to support modeling. However, travel surveys are not without limitations:

• The usage of small sample due to the high expense of travel surveys. For example, the National Household Travel Survey "add-on" program is among the largest available travel surveys, but it involves at most 10,000 observations for participating states and a few thousand observations for individual metropolitan areas. As a result, there are not many respondents included in any one neighborhood, which limits the efforts to adequately understand travel patterns for small areas (Handy, 1996).

• The limitation in spatial and temporal scales of the collected datasets. Privacy concerns often limit the geographic specificity with which trip origins and destinations can be revealed, thus spatial effects at fine-grained scales cannot be identified. The surveys normally only collect the travel diary of households within 1–2 days due to concerns in respondent burden. Therefore, complete household activity schedules cannot be observed and some important mobility patterns, such as intra-week and seasonal variations, are also neglected.

• The low update frequency. Survey data are normally updated every 5–10 years, which limit the responsiveness of related urban policies in addressing the rapid metropolitan growth and socio-economic, demographic, infrastructure and travel behavior changes that may have occurred or are projected to occur in the foreseeable future.

During the last two decades, we have seen an explosion in the deployment of pervasive systems like cellular networks, GPS devices, and WiFi hotspots that allow us to capture massive amounts of real-time data related to people and cities (Reades et al., 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009). The usage of these datasets could enable researchers to better understand the laws governing people’s movements and improve the efficiency and responsiveness of urban policies. This study aims to explore the potential value and challenges of these novel datasets in urban modeling, using the mobile phone trace data collected by mobile network operators as an example.

Compared to travel survey data, the mobile phone trace data provide researchers new opportunities to examine individual mobility from an alternative perspective with their lower collection cost, larger sample size, higher update frequency, and broader spatial and temporal coverage. The mobile phone locations are routinely collected by operators for network management purposes, therefore, the datasets are theoretically available at no cost to researchers. The datasets allow for studying individual mobility of millions of people across the metropolitan area over a longer time period compared to a few thousand households’ movements within 1–2 days usually collected through travel surveys. They are updated on a real time basis, which could lead to more reliable and trackable urban performance indicators and support more prompt policy responses to emerging urban issues.

Meanwhile, the mobile phone trace data also have significant drawbacks for transportation research: (1) socio-economic and demographic attributes are not available due to privacy concerns, which are indispensable to calibrate models at disaggregate level to explore the underlying behavior mechanism of individual/household mobility choice; (2) mobile phone users might not represent a random sample of the population. The results need careful analyses to be properly interpreted; and (3) the datasets are not primarily designed for modeling purposes and are often not in an easy-to-use format, which restricts the usefulness of raw data without intensive processing.

This study represents a first step towards building a methodology to utilize mobile phone data for transportation research. In this study, we use mobile phone traces from about one million users in the Boston Metropolitan Areas, Massachusetts, USA over 3 months to characterize individual mobility and understand its spatial patterns within a metropolitan area.

To address the lack of socio-economic and demographic attributes in mobile phone data, we aggregate mobility measures generated from individual mobile phone traces to block groups, the most disaggregate level of census geography at which socio-economic and demographic information is available, and associate the aggregate mobility measures with census data. Given the aggregate nature of our analysis, we raise two cautions at the outset. First, the underlying behavior mechanism cannot be identified by this study. The second caution concerns the ecological fallacy, which is the fallacy related to inferring the nature of individuals based solely upon aggregate statistics collected for the group. Therefore, it should be noted that what we find in this study is the general spatial patterns of mobility within the metropolitan area and their relationships to neighborhood characteristics, but not how individuals’ characteristics and built environment influence their own travel behavior.

Nonetheless, using aggregate data collected for a long time period could help screen the idiosyncratic factors at the individual level, identify the underlying trends, and explain the variation in intra-urban mobility patterns. As Yang (2008) and Yang and Ferreira (2008) demonstrate, even without individual preference, urban spatial structure alone could explain a significant portion of the variation in commuting distance.

Similar analytic approaches that involve data aggregation have been adopted by many previous studies in mobility research. Lindsey et al. (2011) explore the relationship between Vehicle Kilometers Traveled (VKT) and urban form characteristics at grid cell level. Yang (2008) examines the relationship between excess commuting distance and urban spatial structure at census tract level. Holtzclaw et al. (2002) find that the average annual distance driven per car at the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level is a strong function of density, income, household size and public transit. Wang (2001) explains intra-urban variations of commuting time and distance at TAZ level in Columbus, Ohio using Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) data. Miller and Ibrahim (1998) examine the relationship between urban form and work trip VKT at traffic zone level in Toronto. These studies provide useful insights into individual mobility, but their data are mostly aggregated from travel surveys. Therefore they have similar data-related shortcomings, such as high data collection expense and low update frequency.
To validate the representativeness of mobile phone users, we compare mobility measures generated from mobile phone traces with mobility measures computed using odometer readings from annual safety inspections of all private vehicles registered in the Boston Metropolitan Area. By combining these two datasets, it is possible to accurately characterize both individual mobility (the movement of individuals regardless of transportation modes, measured by individual total daily trip length, computed using the mobile phone trace data), and vehicular mobility (the movement of vehicles, measured by vehicular total daily trip length, computed using the vehicle safety inspection data), and investigate how each of them varies across the region.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the two datasets considered: mobile phone traces and vehicle odometer readings. Section 3 presents the methodology defined for the mobility analysis and its application to both datasets. Finally discussion and conclusion are given in Sections 4 and 5.

2. Datasets

In this section we introduce the mobile phone trace data and vehicle safety inspection data, and describe the methods used to extract mobility statistics from both datasets for people in the Boston Metropolitan Area.

2.1. Mobile phone trace data

The mobile phone trace data used in this study consist of anonymous location estimations collected by AirSage\(^2\) from about 1 million mobile phones in East Massachusetts generated each time a device connects to the cellular network, including:

- when a call is placed or received (both at the beginning and end of a call);
- when a short message is sent or received; and
- when the user connects to the internet (e.g. through web browsers, or through email programs that periodically check the mail server).

In the remainder of the paper we call these events network connections. These events represent a superset of the ones contained in the Call Details Records, previously considered in Gonzalez et al. (2008). The location estimations not only consist of ids of the mobile phone towers that the mobile phones are connected to, but an estimation of their positions generated through triangulation by means of the AirSage's Wireless Signal Extraction technology.

Each location measurement \(m \in M\) is characterized by a position \(p_m\) expressed in latitude and longitude and a timestamp \(t_m\). An example is shown in Fig. 1a, where the location measurements are connected into a sequence \(\{m_1 \rightarrow m_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow m_n\}\) according to their time series.

In order to infer trips from these measurements, we first characterize the individual calling activity and verify whether that is frequent enough to monitor the user’s movement over time with a fine enough resolution. The available dataset consists of 829 million anonymous location estimations – latitude and longitude. For each user we measure the inter-event time i.e. the time interval between two consecutive network connections. The average inter-event time measured for the whole population is 260 min, much lower than the one found in Gonzalez et al. (2008). Since the distribution of inter-event times for an individual spans over several temporal scales, we further characterize each calling activity distribution by its first and third quartile and the median. Fig. 1b shows the distribution of the first and third quartile and the median for the whole population. The arithmetic average of the medians is 84 min (the geometric average of the medians is 10.3 min), which results in values small enough to detect changes in location where the user stops for as long as 1.5 h.\(^3\)

From a spatial point of view, mobile phone location data has a greater uncertainty range than GPS data, with an average of 320 m and median of 220 m as reported by AirSage based on internal and independent tests. Moreover, some peak errors appear when the user is connected to the network not using the closest mobile phone tower. In these cases it can appear that the user travels several kilometers in just a few seconds. To avoid this problem, we apply a low-pass filter to the data and resample every 10 min, following the approach proposed and evaluated in Rome (Calabrese and Ratti, 2006; Calabrese et al., 2011a).

2.1.1. Determining trips

To explore the statistical properties of individual mobility, we estimate the trips that people make and the length of those trips.

A first approach for the trip’s length estimation is to consider a trip to be a path between user’s positions at consecutive network connections and then calculate the length as the distance between those points. This approach was used in Gonzalez et al. (2008) but fine-grained spatial resolution could not be reached in their study because only the mobile phone tower location for each network connection was available.

\(^2\) http://www.airsage.com/.

\(^3\) There are cases where trips are underestimated because of the low number of network connection generated, but these cases represent outliers in the dataset. Meanwhile these “outliers” are equally distributed over the population, thus do not influence the empirical study.
The drawback of this approach is that we can detect several very short trips due to localization errors and users making consecutive network connections in the same area. Since these fictitious trips could drastically modify the trip length estimation, we propose a second approach for which we manipulate the data applying a methodology which generalizes what was used for GPS traces, see Ye et al. (2009) and Krumm (2006).

The methodology is composed of the following steps.

1. We infer measurement series \( M_s = \{m_q, m_{q+1}, \ldots, m_z\} \in M \) where the user makes network connections over a certain time interval \( \Delta T = t_m - t_{m_q} > 0 \) into an area within the radius \( \Delta S \), i.e.

\[
\max \text{distance}(p_{m_i}, p_{m_j}) < \Delta S \quad \forall \ q \leq i, \ j \leq z
\]

A lower bound on the spatial resolution has been defined as 1 km, to take into account the localization errors estimated by AirSage.

2. The points \( M_s = \{m_q, m_{q+1}, \ldots, m_z\} \in M \) are fused together so that a single geographic region \( p_s = (z - q)^{-1} \sum_{i=q}^{z} p_{m_i} \) (centroid of the points) can be regarded as a virtual location characterized by a group of consecutive location measurements.

3. Once the virtual locations are detected, we evaluate the trips as paths between a user’s positions at consecutive virtual locations.

As a first analysis we study the trip length distribution (see Fig. 2a), showing that trips range from 1 to 300 km. The distribution is well approximated by \( P(x) = (x + 14.6)^{0.78} \exp(-x/60) \) with \( R^2 = 0.98 \), which confirms what was found in Gonzalez et al. (2008). The slightly different coefficients found in this case could be attributed to the different built environment in Europe and US, see Liu et al. (2009).

To check the plausibility of our segmentation of the trajectory in trips, we compute the same statistic computed in Krumm (2006) about the number of trips to see if the results are reasonable. The distribution of trips per day over the whole...
population is shown in Fig. 2b, separating weekday and weekend trips. We obtain an average of 5.0 one-way trips per day during the weekday, and 4.5 during the weekend. This number is reasonable when compared to the US National Household Travel Survey which evaluated this number to be between 4.2 during weekdays and 3.9 during weekends. Finally, aggregating trips at census tract and county levels, it was shown that the mobile-phone-measured Origin–Destination flows correlate well with the US Census estimates, as described in Calabrese et al. (2011b).

2.1.2. Determining the home location

As the next step in our data analysis, we are interested in estimating the home location of each mobile phone user. To detect the home location, first we divide the study area into 500 m by 500 m grid cells. For each cell we evaluate the number of nights the user connects to the network in the time interval 6 pm–8am while in that cell, and select as home location the cell with the greatest value.

The accuracy of the home location estimation is evaluated by a measure of repetitiveness, i.e. dividing the above value by the number of nights when the user connects to the network, and ranges from 0 to 1. The cumulative distribution of the accuracy for the whole population is shown in Fig. 3a, resulting in more than 40% of the people having an estimated home location with accuracy greater than 0.5, which implies that they have been detected at the estimated home location at least half of the monitored days.

Based on the area covered by the mobile phone data, we select eight counties in east Massachusetts (Middlesex, Suffolk, Essex, Worcester, Norfolk, Bristol, Plymouth, and Barnstable) with an approximate population of 5.5 million people. To sim-

---

4 To match the spatial coverage of the vehicle safety inspection data, only mobile phone users living in the Boston Metropolitan Area are included in Section 3: individual mobility analysis.
plify the analysis, we extract traces for one quarter of the users per county to validate the home locations distribution. We compare it with data from the US 2000 Census at the census tract level. In the selected 8 counties, we have 1171 distinct census tracts, with a population ranging from 70 to 12,000 people (on average 4705), and an area ranging from 0.08 to 203 km² (on average 10.8 km²). The distribution of mobile phone users’ estimated home locations matches quite well with the population distribution, as shown in Fig. 3b, corresponding to about 4.3% of the population being monitored.

2.2. Vehicle safety inspection data

This study uses a second unique dataset, the annual vehicle safety inspection records from the Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV) to estimate annual kilometers traveled for every private passenger vehicle registered in the Boston Metropolitan Area. Safety inspection is mandated annually beginning within 1 week of registering a new or used vehicle. The safety inspection utilizes computing equipment that records a vehicle identification number (VIN) and an odometer reading and transmits this data electronically to the RMV where it can be associated with the residential street address of the vehicle’s owner. We get access to this dataset through the research collaboration of the MIT Urban Information Systems Group with MassGIS. Mass-
GIS compared the two recent vehicle safety inspection records for all private passenger vehicles, calculated the odometer reading difference, and pro-rated it based upon the time period between inspection records so as to reflect the estimated annual kilometers traveled. MassGIS then geocoded each vehicle to the owner’s address using GIS tools. Overall, 2.47 million private passenger vehicles are included in this dataset. To summarize, for each vehicle the dataset provides the following information: vehicle identifier, annual VKT, home longitude and latitude. For privacy reasons, neither the owner name nor owner address was available for our research. The XY locations are street centerline locations that are estimated by MassGIS to be proximate to the home address using MassGIS address matching tools.

For the initial 2.47 million vehicles, 2.10 million (84.9%) have credible odometer readings. For the remaining 0.37 million vehicles, we know their locations of garaging but do not have reliable odometer readings, either because the reported reading was determined to be in error or because two readings sufficiently far apart were not available, for example, for a brand new vehicle. While this dataset lacks individual trip details, it does provide a very high percentage sample of total VKT in the region. Furthermore, unlike travel surveys, this dataset does not depend on the subjects’ willingness or ability to remember and report their driving habits, thus providing a more reliable estimate of VKT. The broad coverage and relatively high reliability of safety inspection records make it a good choice to validate the mobile phone data and explore vehicular mobility patterns.

3. Individual mobility analysis

In this study, we analyze mobility represented by two measures: (1) individual mobility measured by the average daily total trip length that mobile phone users make, and (2) vehicular mobility measured by the average daily VKT per vehicle. To understand intra-urban mobility patterns, we map each mobile phone user and vehicle owner to an estimated home zone, compute the zonal average daily trip length for mobile phone users and vehicles, respectively, and relate them to the built-environment and demographic characteristics of the home zone. The census block group is selected as the home zone to take into account the uncertainties in the mobile phone location data, which is in the same order of magnitude as the radius of block groups. A higher aggregation level such as census tracts could reduce the potential misclassification of home zone, but in the meantime mask the variations within the zone.

Vehicles and mobile phone users seem to be distributed over population with similar patterns as shown in Fig. 4a, at least for block groups with more than 500 people. Fig. 4b compares the two mobility measures. There seems to be a linear relationship between the two estimates for areas with an average vehicle total trip length of up to 65 km per day (the red line has the formula $y = 0.328x$, constant term equals 0). This shows that the average daily individual total trip length is approximately 1/3 of the one measured for vehicles. It has to be noted that the individual total trip length measured using mobile phone trace data corresponds to the sum of the Euclidean distance between places, while the VKT per day measured using the odometer readings takes into account the length of the real paths followed from place to place. Using Euclidean distance to measure individual mobility could bring some downwards bias. But, Boarnet and Chalermpong (2001) indicate that urban road distance is linearly related to straight-line distance. Due to the relatively high road density in Metro Boston, measuring the Euclidean distance should not introduce large errors. Moreover, as we are interested in comparing the distances traveled by residents living in different areas, we can assume that the measurement method affects the measures in a similar manner, thus limiting the potential bias. Others have used a similar approach to estimate VKT (Chatman, 2008).

Fig. 5 shows the spatial distribution of daily trip lengths computed using the two datasets. Fig. 5b is plotted using quantile classification method with five categories. To make the two maps comparable, the cutting points of Fig. 5a equal the corresponding points in Fig. 5b multiplied by 0.328. The two maps display similar spatial patterns, with some notable differences. To understand the intra-urban spatial pattern of individual and vehicular mobility we compare the two measures as they change with respect to the built environment. Based on literature, we compute built-environment variables at block group level along four dimensions: density, land use mix, street network layout, and accessibility (see Diao, 2010; Diao and Ferreira, 2010).

- Population density: In this study, we compute the density measure as 2000 census block group population divided by area of residential land.
- Land use mix: We use an entropy-type land use mix indicators in this study. A value of 0 means that the land is exclusively dedicated to a single use, while a value of 1 suggests equal mixing of the 5 land uses, including single family, multi-family, commercial, industrial, and recreation and open space.

---

5 People may change locations. MassGIS addresses this problem as follows: (1) for VINs with same license plate number but different owner addresses in consecutive years, the pro-rated annual mileage is associated with the later address; (2) VINs with different plate numbers, suggesting a change of ownership during the observation period, are excluded from the study.

6 Fig. 4a shows the sample means and standard errors of the number of vehicles and mobile phone users for block groups that have been categorized into bins based on block group population. Since the frequency of large, medium and small block groups varies considerably, the error bars are uneven.

7 Note that CTPP data could also be used to relate aggregate commuting patterns with built environment factors, as many researchers did before, e.g., Yang (2008) and Wang (2001). However, (1) CTPP data is only available for commuting travels, while non-work trips are a significant part of individual mobility. (2) CTPP provides self-reported commuting time but does not report commuting distances. Researchers have to apply a network analysis to compute the commute distance, which is not necessarily the real distance traveled. (3) CTPP data are updated every 10 years. Therefore, the urban trend within decade cannot be identified.
Intersection density: To show the differences between urban “sprawl” and a traditional block pattern, we compute intersection density within the block group as an indicator of the street network layout.

Accessibility: Four accessibility measures are computed in this study.

- **Job accessibility:** Job accessibility is computed at the TAZ level using the following formula:

  \[
  A_i = \sum_j O_j f(C_{ij}), \quad f(C_{ij}) = \exp(-\beta C_{ij})
  \]

  where \(O_j\) is the number of jobs in TAZ \(j\); \(f(C_{ij})\) is an impedance function; \(C_{ij}\) is the network distance between TAZ \(i\) and \(j\); \(\beta\) is set to 0.1, based on Zhang’s calibration using an Activity-Travel Survey conducted by the Central Transportation Planning Staff for the Boston region (Zhang, 2005). All block groups are assigned the job accessibility of the TAZ that they are associated with.

- **Distance to non-work destinations:** The distance to non-work destinations indicator is computed by MassGIS. MassGIS utilized Dun & Bradstreet database to locate all non-work destinations in Metro Boston and classified them into 29 categories. The indicator is a weighted average of the minimal distances to these 29 categories of non-work activities, where the weight is the number of trips to a category of destinations divided by the total number of trips based on the 2000 National Household Travel Survey.
Distance to subway stations and highway exits: The distance to subway stations and highway exits indicators compute the Euclidean distance to the nearest subway station and highway exit respectively.

Fig. 6 plots the relationships between the built-environment variables and mobility measures. Although very simple bi-variate analyses, these graphs reveal that most built-environment indicators are correlated with individual mobility and vehicular mobility in similar ways. Interestingly, distance to non-work destinations exhibits the largest differences in pattern and the vehicular mobility measure is more strongly correlated with built-environment variables than the individual mobility measure.

We then build multi-variate regression models to predict daily mobility with built-environment indicators, controlling for the impact of demographic characteristics from the 2000 US Census. Two models on individual mobility and vehicular mobility are calibrated in our study. Descriptive statistics of variables are shown in Table 1. Estimation results are presented in Table 2. Overall, our models can explain 49.40% of the variation in individual mobility and 56.48% of the variation in vehicular mobility. The mobile-phone-based mobility measure generally correlates with built-environment factors in similar ways as the odometer-reading-based mobility measure, which further confirms the validity of mobile phone trace data in representing mobility.

The estimation results provide some useful insights into the intra-urban spatial patterns of mobility. We find that the spatial distribution of activities has significant impact on total trip length. Both job accessibility and distance to non-work destinations are negatively associated with total trip length, and they are the two most important factors that explain the variations in individual and vehicular total trip lengths, as reflected by their higher standardized coefficients compared to other variables. One standard deviation increase in job accessibility is associated with 0.57 and 0.39 standard deviations decrease in individual and vehicular total trip length respectively, while one standard deviation closer to non-work destinations is associated with 0.17 and 0.48 standard deviations decreases in individual total trip length and vehicular total trip length respectively.

The distance to subway stations variable has a negative and significant coefficient in the individual mobility model, while its coefficient in the vehicular mobility model is insignificant. The results suggest that living close to a subway station can actually increase the total distance traveled, but not necessarily reduce the usage of each car. Proximity to highway exits is

---

8 In a separate analysis, we find that distance to subway station is negatively correlated with household car ownership level, which could mean that transit accessibility influences the total VKT mainly through reducing car ownership level.
Fig. 6. Daily mobility as a function of different built environment factors. Mobile phone users (black) and vehicles (red). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (a) Population density, (b) land use mix, (c) intersection density, (d) job accessibility, (e) distance to non-work destinations, (f) distance to subway stations, and (g) distance to highway exits. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Descriptive statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Obs.</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ln(average individual trip length – individual mobility)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>2.771</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>1.348</td>
<td>4.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln(average vehicle trip length – vehicular mobility)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>3.949</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>3.440</td>
<td>4.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density (1 m/km²)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land use entropy</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection density (100/km²)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.648</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>5.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to subway station (km)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>16.541</td>
<td>12.952</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>57.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to highway exit (km)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>3.419</td>
<td>2.351</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>15.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance to non-work destinations (km)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>1.860</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>5.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job accessibility (10 k)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>20.962</td>
<td>16.767</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>69.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of population below poverty level</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of owner-occupied units</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of population with 13+ years of education</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of population that is white</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of population under 5</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pct. of population 16 years and over in labor force</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (10 k$)</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td>6.040</td>
<td>2.501</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>20.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This study also demonstrates pervasive datasets such as mobile phone traces and vehicle safety inspection records provide some useful insights into intra-urban mobility patterns. Our empirical results offer some useful insights into intra-urban mobility patterns. We find that accessibility to work and non-work destinations are the two most important factors in explaining the regional variations in individual and vehicular mobility, while the impacts of population density and land use mix on both mobility measures are insignificant. A well-connected street network is negatively associated with daily vehicular total trip length. These results suggest that regional planning policies dealing with accessibility may significantly reduce the overall travel even more than local policies.

Moreover, comparing the two trip length models we find that (1) closeness to highway exits is related to higher individual and vehicular total trip lengths; and (2) proximity to subway stations correlates with individuals who travel longer distances every day, but the usage of each car is not significantly different from other areas. That suggests that being closer to public transportation and highways is associated with increased propensity for people to travel longer distances. This new finding confirms the importance of transportation infrastructure (both transit and highway networks) for allowing people to access places in the region, but also suggests that the more the system is pervasive (i.e. close to people) the more people will use it to perform more and longer trips.

This study also demonstrates pervasive datasets such as mobile phone traces and vehicle safety inspection records provide rich information on mobile phone users or vehicle owners, which limit their usefulness in modeling at an individual or household level to identify the underlying behavior mechanism.
For the mobile phone data, a crucial factor to take into account is the localization error, which could limit the minimum size of the spatial units that can be considered and lead to errors in statistical analysis. In this study, the mobile phone location data from AirSage have a localization error of zero mean and a mean absolute error of 320 m. Given the uncertainties in mobile phone locations, there might be cases in which we assign mobile phone users into wrong home grid cells and/or into wrong home block groups (especially in dense urban areas where block groups are small in size), which could further lead to inaccurate zonal mobility measures. Similarly, vehicles are associated with block groups by geocoding their address to an approximate street location. Since the street centerlines define the boundaries of block group, the address matching can also assign a vehicle to the wrong (neighboring) block group. However, given the fact that localization errors can be assumed independent and identically distributed with zero mean, and the large number of mobile phone users tracked, the misclassification of home zones for some individuals should not introduce large biases in the zonal mobility measures and regression results produced in Section 3. Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that the allocation of mobile phone users into home grid cells lead to a density pattern similar to census data at the census tract level. Figs. 4 and 5 show that the vehicle and mobile phone based mobility measures match each other pretty well at the block group level, which implies that no significant bias are introduced by the proposed allocation approach. Meanwhile, the accessibility measures, which are the most important factors in explaining mobility variations as identified by this study, are not strongly affected by the misclassification of home zones, because the distance between the centroids of two adjacent block groups in dense urban areas is very small.

Other elements that can affect the statistical results include: (1) the market share of the mobile phone operator from which the dataset is obtained; (2) the potential non-randomness of the mobile phone users; (3) calling plans which can limit the number of samples acquired at each hour or day; and (4) number of devices that each person carries. Moreover, due to the fact that the considered dataset is event-driven (location measurements available only when the device makes network connections) the connection patterns of users are affecting the possibility to capture more or less trips.

Nonetheless, the analyses performed on the inter-event time, the spatial distribution of mobile phone users, and the comparison with vehicle odometer reading data confirm that: mobile phone users have fairly frequent calling activities so that their location changes can be tracked through mobile phone traces; mobile phone data have reasonable reliability in determining trips and home locations; and mobile-phone-based mobility measures have similar spatial distribution patterns as the odometer-reading-based mobility measures. Therefore, mobile phone traces represent a reasonable proxy for individual mobility, whose quality and representativeness could be further improved in the future as the penetration rate of smartphones keeps increasing.

We recognize two limitations that arise while comparing the two datasets:

- The individual total trip length computed using mobile phone data measures individual spatial movement, regardless of the mode, while the vehicular total trip length reflects the usage of each vehicle, regardless of how many people drive it;
- Individual total trip length is measured as sum of the Euclidean distances among stop points, so it does not take into account the real (most probably longer) path taken by a person. The vehicular total trip length instead measures this since it is based on odometer readings.

Addressing these limitations will be part of our future work.

5. Conclusions

This study focuses on exploring the potential values and limitations of applying large-scale urban sensing data to transportation research, using the mobile phone trace data as an example. In this study, we provide algorithms that can extract mobility information from mobile phone trace data, such as trips and home locations at 500 m by 500 m grid cell level, which could lead to useful mobility statistics for transportation research. By integrating these statistics into statistical analyses, our study shows that mobile phone traces represent a reasonable proxy for individual mobility and can provide useful insights into intra-urban mobility patterns and the non-vehicular part of the overall mobility when combined with the vehicle safety inspection data.

While further studies still need to be performed, especially to take into account the user’s calling patterns, this study seems to show enormous potential in applying mobile phone trace data to mobility study. In the future, we plan to extend the current study along multiple directions:

1. Performing longitudinal studies to monitor the temporal change in individual mobility as well as the interconnection between individual mobility and the built environment;
2. Using Geographically Weighted Regression to examine spatial differences in the relationship between the two mobility measures and the built-environment factors.
3. Utilizing mobile phone trace data in other aspects of mobility research, such as identifying individual activity pattern for activity-based modeling, and generating real-time Origin–Destination matrix for travel demand modeling.
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